GM GREEN CITY REGION PARTNERSHIP

Date:

15th July 2022

Subject:

GM GREEN SUMMIT 2022 UPDATE

Report of:

Sarah Mellor, Head of SCP

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is to outline the progress made in planning for this year’s
Greater Manchester Green Summit.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Partnership is asked to:


Diarise the Green Summit for 17th October 2022.



Note and comment upon the progress made in developing the event and the
associated communications and engagement activity.



Note that the final event plans and agenda will be presented to the (14th) October
Partnership meeting.

CONTACT OFFICERS:

Sarah Mellor: sarah.mellor@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk
Tina Bugliosi: tina.bugliosi@greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk

1.0

INTRODUCTION
This year’s fifth Green Summit will take place on Monday 17th October at The Lowry
theatre, Salford Quays.

The event is now established as a key annual opportunity for leaders and
communities to come together to share progress and best practice in addressing the
climate and biodiversity crisis. With environmental issues higher in the public’s
consciousness than ever before, and following our city region’s prominent role in last
November’s COP26 international climate conference, this year’s summit once again
promises to a high-profile event.

2.0 AIM OF EVENT
The overarching aim of this year’s Green Summit and pre-campaign activity will be
focused on gauging how people and businesses would like to see action accelerated
on the climate agenda, to highlight barriers and challenges faced by delivery partners
on delivering the current 2019 Greater Manchester 5-Year Environment Plan (GM
5YEP) and provide solutions for change.
Four ‘challenge’ areas have been identified which we would like to widely consult on
for feedback and to seek new ideas:
- National and local levers (policy development)
- Future innovations & vision (blue-sky thinking)
- Adaptation and Resilience
- Lifestyle levers (positive shifts in behaviour change)

3.0 COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT
Working with colleagues in the GMCA’s Communications and Engagement Team, we
will ensure that all external messaging leading up to the Green Summit provides
information on action taken by GMCA and partners, behaviour change tips on current
priorities within the environment plan and a call for future accelerated action ideas and
feedback (see Appendix 01).

The Communications and Engagement Team will develop a partner engagement pack
with tips and social media assets for amplification, an online GM Consult Survey and
quick social media polls and paid-for advertising. All activity will signpost to the GCR
website to increase visitor numbers and raise awareness of resources available in
Greater Manchester.
4.0 KEY INFORMATION

A Green Summit Sponsorship Package has been circulated to partners. We will
review progress and responses in early July. Partners’ involvement and support is vital
in building upon the momentum from previous events, and increasing the summit’s
visibility, reach and impact. We are offering a range of support opportunities for
involvement. This includes, inviting partners to join us from an early stage of planning
and be involved in key decisions for the event and how it can best inform our city
region’s next Five Year Environment Plan.
A Steering Group will guide content and planning of the pre-campaign and event. We
will invite representatives from Local Authorities, TfGM, Health, Growth Go and
Sponsors. The Steering Group will also endeavour to extend our audience reach
beyond previous events, with dynamic and relevant communication messaging.
Work has commenced on planning the day’s agenda, with ‘Solutions for Change’
activity aligning with current environment and transport campaigns and lobbying asks.
(The current version is attached as Appendix 2).
5.0 GREEN SUMMIT LISTENING EVENT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

We are planning a specific event for young people hosted by the Mayor (currently
holding morning of 14th September) and the new cohort of the YCA, at Manchester
Metropolitan University, who were one of last year’s Headline Green Summit sponsors.
The intention is to Invite three schools from each Local Authority to attend with three
young representatives (ideally at KS3). In addition to the listening session, we would
also like to incentivise attendance from the schools with an inspiring ‘Hy School’ tour
around the MMU Fuel Cell Centre.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The Partnership is asked to:


Diarise the Green Summit for 17th October



Note and comment upon the progress made in developing the event and the
associated communications and engagement activity.



Note that the final event plans and agenda will be presented to the (14th) October
Partnership meeting.

APPENDIX 1 - OASIS Planning Tool
Campaign: Green
Owner: TB

Aim of the team / function

Summit

2022 - Campaign and Event

Date:

09/05/2022

Version: [04]

To deliver a campaign and event which gauges how people and businesses would like to see action accelerated on the
climate agenda, to feed into the next GM 5YEP reiteration, ensuring a carbon-neutral/net-zero carbon, resilient and
nature positive Greater Manchester by 2038

What does good look like?



All participants to feel involved, energised and listened to



GM is leading on the green agenda in the UK, ensuring plans are co-created, forward looking and supported by
partners and residents.



GM has engaged a wide, diverse community on future sustainable lifestyles, helping more people make greener
choices over the next five years.



Listening events and the Green Summit provide qualitative feedback to be used in the next Five Year Environment
Plan for GM.
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APPENDIX 2

DRAFT Green Summit 2022 Agenda [May]: Morning Sessions

Time

Activity

Location

7:30 – 8:30

Set-up

Whole venue

9:15 – 10:00

Registration

Front lobby

10:00 – 10:45

Plenary session with Mayor

The Lyric

Theme

Break – back into Lyric

11:00 – 11:30
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The Lyric
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YCA

GMCA
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Conclude

11:30 – 12:00
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DRAFT [May] Green Summit 2022 Agenda: Afternoon

Time

Challenge

Zone

Panel

13:15

Lunch/Refreshments served

Whole venue

Videos playing in the Lyric showcasing GM Projects

(Lunch service closes at 14:00)
13:45 – 14:45

Interactive workshops – collate feedback

TBC

Sessions for Solutions #1
National and local levers (policy
development)
Interactive workshops – collate feedback
Sessions for Solutions #2

TBC

Organisations Marketplace

Future innovations & vision (blue-sky
thinking)
Include, chair and panel from morning.
Interactive workshops – collate feedback

TBC

Sessions for Solutions #3
Adaptation and Resilience
Interactive workshops – collate feedback

TBC

Sessions for Solutions #4
Lifestyle levers (positive shifts in behaviour
change)
15:00 – 16:00

Closing plenary with the Mayor
With Chairs of each theme
(Collate thinking from the day, inc in
speech)

16:00

DE-RIGG

The Lyric

